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Beginner Marketing Course Week 4 

Business Intelligence –  referred as (BI) in the computer world is a term used to encompass the use of 
that includes the applications, infrastructure and tools, and best practices that enable access to and 
analysis of information to improve and optimize decisions and performance. 

You will need to apply business intelligence to your business to succeed it is a subtle part of your 
success and an important part hence collecting and analysing market data is essential. This is more 
about analysis and there are many tools available online either free or pay to support you achieve 
your business goals. It the part of your business where you are collecting and analysis marketing data, 
and understanding of the numbers express in percentage. However, do not focus too much on the 
number as it can drive you a bit obsessive and starting to cloud your judgment and can bring failure. 
Use it to your advantage to improve your performance and enable a better customers journey. Hence 
it is good to conduct a business analysis every three to six months and test your market by conducting 
A/B split test. However, if you are a fan of it you can do it more regularly but it not necessarily going 
to wedge huge result. At Girlfridayz we like to conduct regular market testing and A/B split test it does 
improve our performance and help us reach our business goals.  

Competitor analysis -  it is the activity in Identifying your competitors and evaluating their strategies 
to determine their strengths and weaknesses relative to those of your own product or service. A 
competitive analysis is an important part of your company marketing plan it helps you improve your 
competitive advantage. Marketers of different brands of products or services will often pursue a 
particular market segment. Market Segmentation, mainly breaking down larger market into smaller 
market requires different marketing tactics, is a means for strengthening and focusing your attempt 
to limit and control the competition. There are however, a broad range of strategies a business can 
employ in a competitive environment such as price changing, a new packaging, to improving customer 
service and new product development. 

Advertising –  is the promoting of your business to the masses should you wish too, or by geographical 
area, or local communities and online. Whichever way you want to promote yourself if you choose 
too, it will bring brand awareness and you will overtime achieve brand retention. You could list your 
business in business directory online or in the business directory, you could advertise in your 
newspaper locally or national newspaper, you could advertise on your door, shopfront window and 
wall etc. You could advertise on radio station and TV. You could advertise online and asked other brand 
to advertise your service or products related to their products or services on their site. You could allow 
other to advertise on your site. You could advertise on your blog or asked for guest blogging, affiliate 
networking, referrals and Leverage social media to build a momentum on social media. 

Advertising is also networking so it is good to attend business events where you can showcase your 
brand, function, and also arrange come and go days which mean invite other brand or individual to 
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your premise to present your services or product.  Attend your local community event, do not be 
afraid to speak about your personal brand to others and what you do or provide.  

Question: to attendee What other way can you think of to promote yourself? 

Do you remember our example use in week 1 and week 2? Well we have built our company and it 
named lifewithmore#bytes Ltd because we have chosen our business structure hence protecting our 
name. We are selling computer through our online store mainly Desktop, Laptop and Tablet and our 
chosen niche lay in computer and electronic. 

Our laptop is the bestselling item so far and is a good consumer product and value for money. So we 
have realised that our other products are not doing so well so we decide to conduct a business 
intelligence analysis. 

Maybe we need to increase awareness of our brand Lifewithmore#bytes LTD and offer our computers 
in a more appealing attractive way and we need to complete a competitor analysis in order to identify 
our competitor and analyses their strategy to gain a competitive advantage. 

For our example we have chosen computerhope.com has our indirect competitor. computerhope.com 
is a computer company which provide advice about computing and below is our analysis of what we 
found. Remember Lifewithmore#bytes LTD is an online store hence this analysis pertaining to 
businesses who have an online presence.  

For the businesses which does not have an online presence the competitor analysis will slightly be 
different and maybe taking the form of a market research, an invitation into other business of interest, 
come and go day where you invite other businesses to speak about your service or product and you 
asked them what they do and if it is of an interest to you how they do it. It may be taking form of 
reading information about your competitor, in book or seeing it on TV, hear about it on the Radio, in 
a song or online in a video etc. the way you go about it depend on what information you want to 
gathered. 

Lifewithmore#bytes LTD competitor Analysis 

We look at Similarweb.com which is a website which permit us to gathered specific data about what 
we would like to achieve which is boosting the sale of our Desktop and Tablets and see how we gain 
a competitive edge over our competitor. 
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We look at the traffic overview of computerhope.com and we found out that they have a lots of 
engagement to their website over 11.20 Million of view and it consistent which mean people access 
this site on a regular basis for advice and knowledge about computer. Which is good for 
lifewithmore#bytes LTD as we get knowledgeable information about computer which we could use to 
bring out the specific benefit of our products to boost traffic to our online store. 

  

We can see they have a worldwide presence but their main source of traffic is from the united states. 
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The main source of access to them is through searches which mean that their SEO is well done and 
their keywords use are the right one for their website has people hit the right keywords to land on 
their site. 

 

They get 2.3% of their traffic from referral site and referral site are people who use their service or 
may have view their site and think it good so they refer other to computerhope.com in turn 
computerhope.com visit other site of interest to them to promote themselves. 
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We have a bird eyes view of their top referring and destination site which we could look at to see if 
pertain to our interest. 

 

We could see all their traffic come from organic searches and they do not pay for keyword and still 
get 82.8% of traffic to their site which their keyword is just right for their site. Which mean 
Lifewithmore#bytes LTD could use similar keyword or the same to boost traffic to our online store. 
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We can see what organic keyword they are using on their site which bring them a healthy traffic to 
their site.  

 

They have a social presence mainly in their niche which are computing and they heavily contribute to 
stack over flow that Girlfridayz using for information too. They have Facebook hence promote 
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themselves through posting on Facebook and they do YouTube video on occasion they access super 
User often. Maybe it is these sites that lifewithmore#bytes LTD should access. 

 

They do not advertise online, no paid or free advertisement, they do not really need it has through 
searches alone they get found due to right SEO. 

 

We can see that people access a lots their domain name as oppose to their sub-domain which is not 
access on a regular basis hence may subject that other people are not aware of their sub-domain but 
they gain maturity from their domain name. 
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Their audience of interest are mainly for educational purposes and the media. computerhope.com 
provided computer advice and how to use computer in various area so it good for Lifewithmore#bytes 
LTD to seek information from them. 

 

Computerhope.com visited a few website and we can get an overview of their top visited website. 
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We also look at similar website that provide similar service to computerhope.com and how they rank 
and easily are found in search engine too. 
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We also look at the related mobile app they using and they accessing their app through Google Play 
Store hence using android products to hence their services. 
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Similarweb.com is good for conducting a good comprehensive competitor analysis we get all this using 
their free overview but if you want more complete data analysis it good to purchase their pro service. 
They offer various plan. 

We also look at spyfu.com which is a website which permit us to gathered specific data about keyword 
to use to boost our SEO and improve our ranking. 

 

Computerhope.com enjoyed 100% click through rate through organic searches due to using the right 
keyword for their site. 
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Computerhope.com have a lots of competitor which are larger businesses but we could see that they 
also work with one another looking at referral site earlier using smilarweb.com some of these sites 
such as superuser.com referred to their site. 
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We can see the keyword that these companies shared and in relation to their site computerhope.com 
is the smallest of the group so it would be good for lifewithmore#bytes LTD to see their competitor’s 
keywords that they used. Which might help us gain more visitor to our site if we focus on keyword for 
our desktop and tablet as this where we should concentrate our focus. 

 

We can see their weaknesses and strength in the use of their keyword and recommendation. To 
improve this can help us where we can gain a competitive edge over them. However, they are not our 
direct competitor hence it not has important as if they were our direct competitor. 
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Here we can see the companies which are using the top keyword and their SEO clicks per month which 
is a good example to follow as these companies are huge firms. 

 

Here you can see an explanation of what is SEO click per months and it can help us determine the 
strength of some keyword. 
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What is cost per click and how it is priced, However, computerhope.com does not purchase keyword 
has through organic searches alone they can be found easily. 

 

An explanation of paid keyword how it worked. 
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An explanation of what is organic and how it is displayed on Google. Computerhope.com do not paid 
for these keyword hence they are no display of their advertisement. 

 

An explanation of ranking what it means it related to the position your domain name reach in 
relation to it keyword search. Computerhope.com has a healthy ranking position through organic 
keyword alone. 
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When you pay for keyword and you pay for advertisement online you get charge a daily cost every 
times your keyword is hit you get charge. As we just started Lifewithmore#byte LTD we may consider 
this move at a later date but we will try to achieve similar or better result using organic keyword as 
computerhope.com enjoyed a high level of visitor without paying any money for searches hence have 
the right keyword strategy. 
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This the end of our short Beginner Marketing Course we hope you enjoyed the content taught and 
you going to use some of these strategies and tactics in your business to achieve success to the level 
you desire.  

We will email you your free business and marketing plan template as we would like you to build strong 
foundation and structure to your business and have a solid plan. This is our gift to you for attending 
our course and you have the possibility to replay the course should you wish too. 

We are going to run an advanced marketing course in January 17 and maybe we see you there in the 
meantime you can visit our website for all your marketing support needs and we provide you with the 
insight you need to optimise your marketing. We are your one stop shop for all your marketing need. 

  

 

 

 

 


